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We consider the Cauchy problem for a system of semilinear wave equations with
small initial data and critical nonlinearity. As for a class of systems of quasilinear
wave equations with critical nonlinearity, the small data global existence has been
well developed for the case when the propagation speeds are distinct. In contrast
with the quasilinear case, we show that the critical small data blowup occurs for the
semilinear case, even if the propagation speeds are different from each other.  2000
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
In the present paper, we consider the small data global existence and
blowup for the Cauchy problem of the following system of semilinear wave
equations with different propagation speeds in three space dimensions:
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{
(2t &c
22) u=|v| p,
(2t &2) v=|u|
q,
u(x, 0)==f1(x), t u(x, 0)==g1(x),
v(x, 0)==f2(x), tv(x, 0)==g2(x),
(x, t) # R3_[0, ),
(x, t) # R3_[0, ),
x # R3,
x # R3,
(1.1)
where c>0, 1<pq<, fj , gj # C 0 (R
3) ( j=1, 2) and =>0 is a small
parameter.
The small data global existence and blowup problem for (1.1) has been
recently studied by Del Santo, Georgiev and Mitidieri [4], Del Santo [3],
Deng [5], Kurokawa and Takamura [16] and the authors [15] when
c=1 in (1.1). To state the results obtained by [35, 15, 16], here and
hereafter, we put
:=1& p(q&2), ;=1&q( p&2). (1.2)
Then, the following results have been obtained for (1.1) with c=1. When
:+ p;<0 and p2, the small data global existence holds (see [3, 4]), and
when :+ p;0, the small data blowup occurs (see [4, 5] for :+ p;>0,
and [15, 16] for :+ p;=0). Here, we say that the small data global
existence holds for (1.1) if for any f j , gj # C 0 (R
3) ( j=1, 2) there exists a
constant =0==0(c, p, q, fj , gj)>0 such that (1.1) has a global classical solu-
tion provided 0<==0 . Otherwise, we say that the small data blowup
occurs for (1.1). We also note that the condition :+ p;=0 is equivalent to
1( p, q, 3)=(q+2+ p&1)( pq&1)&1=0 in [3, 4, 15, 16], in fact we have
1( p, q, 3)=(:+ p;)p( pq&1).
The system (1.1) is closely related to the scalar equation
(2t &2) u=|u|
p, (x, t) # Rn_[0, ). (1.3)
It is known that the critical power p0(n) for the small data global existence
and blowup is given by
p0(n)=
n+1+- n2+10n&7
2(n&1)
,
which is the positive root of the quadratic equation
p \n&12 p&
n+1
2 +&1=0
(see, e.g., John [12], Strauss [23], Glassey [7, 8], Schaeffer [19], Sideris
[21], Lindblad [17], Zhou [27, 28], Georgiev, Lindblad and Sogge [6]
and the references cited therein). In particular, we note that for the critical
case p= p0(n) in (1.3), the small data blowup is proved only for n=2 and
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3 (see [19, 27, 28] and also [24]), and it is still open for n4. We also
note that if p=q= p0(3)=1+- 2 in (1.1), we have :=;=0 in (1.2), so
:+ p;=0.
In the present paper, we study the small data global existence and blowup
for (1.1) when the propagation speeds are different from each other, i.e., c{1
in (1.1). This work is motivated by the recent results established by Kovalyov
[14], Agemi and Yokoyama [2], Hoshiga and Kubo [10] and Yokoyama
[26]. In those papers, the small data global existence for systems of non-
linear wave equations with different propagation speeds has been well
developed when the nonlinear terms depend only on the derivatives of
unknown functions but not on unknown functions themselves (see also
[22, 1] for related results on nonlinear elastic wave equations, and [18] on
KleinGordonZakharov equations). We explain some of their results by
examples such as the scalar equation
(2t &2) u=|tu|
p, (x, t) # R3_[0, ), (1.4)
and the corresponding systems
{(
2
t &c
22) u=F1(tu, tv),
(2t &2) v=F2(t u, t v),
(x, t) # R3_[0, ),
(x, t) # R3_[0, ).
(1.5)
For (1.4), it is known that the small data blowup occurs when 1<p2,
and the small data global existence holds when p>2 (see John [13],
Sideris [20], Hidano and Tsutaya [9] and Tzvetkov [25]). So, we may
think that the quadratic nonlinearity is also critical for the small data
global existence and blowup for (1.5). First, we consider the case when
F1=F2=tu t v in (1.5). In this case, if c=1, it is trivial that the small
data blowup occurs for (1.5), by the small data blowup result for (1.4) in
the critical case p=2 by John [13]. However, when c{1, Kovalyov [14]
proved that the small data global existence holds for (1.5) with F1=F2=
t u tv. Next, we consider the case when F1=(tv)2 and F2=(tu)2 in
(1.5). In this case, it is more difficult to prove the small data global exist-
ence, but it is shown in [26] that the small data global existence holds if
c{1 (see also [2, 10] for two space dimensional case).
Therefore, it is interesting to ask whether the discrepancy between the
propagation speeds in (1.1) yields the small data global existence or not,
especially in the critical case :+ p;=0. In this paper, we show that the
small data blowup occurs for (1.1) in the critical case :+ p;=0 even if
c{1. To our knowledge, this is the first result on the critical small data
blowup for systems of semilinear wave equations with different propagation
speeds, although, as stated above, the critical small data global existence
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has been recently well studied by [14, 2, 10, 26]. More precisely, we obtain
the following theorem, which is our main result in this paper.
Theorem 1. Let c>0, 1<pq< and 0<=1. Assume that :+ p;0
with (1.2),
gj # C(R3), f j (x)=0, gj (x)0 (x # R3, j=1, 2), (1.6)
and g2(0)>0. Then the classical solution of (1.1) does not exist globally in
R3_[0, ). Moreover, there exists a positive constant C0 , independent of =,
such that the life span T*(=) of the classical solution of (1.1) satisfies
T*(=)exp(C0=&p( pq&1)) if :+ p;=0, (1.7)
T*(=)C0=&p( pq&1)(:+ p;) if :+ p;>0. (1.8)
Remark 1.1. When c=1, a similar result to Theorem 1 holds in two
space dimensional case (see [15]). However, there are some difficulties to
treat the case c{1 in two space dimensional case, so it is an open problem
whether a similar result to Theorem 1 holds or not when c{1 in two space
dimensional case.
Remark 1.2. For given c, p, q, fj and gj , the life span T*(=) is defined
as the supremum of all T such that the classical solution of (1.1) exists in
R3_[0, T ). We can prove that the assumption that :+ p;<0 and 2<p
q<+ yeilds T*(=)=+ for the case c{1, as in the case c=1 by
[3, 4]. Moreover, the estimates (1.7) and (1.8) of T*(=) are optimal for the
cases when :+ p;=0 and p{q and when :+ p;>0 in the sense that
there exists a positive constant C$ such that
T*(=)exp(C$=&p( pq&1)) if :+ p;=0 and p{q,
T*(=)C$=&p( pq&1)(:+ p;) if :+ p;>0,
T*(=)exp(C$=&p( p&1)) if p=q=1+- 2,
which will appear elsewhere (see also [16] for the case c=1). But it is an
open problem whether the estimate (1.7) is optimal or not for the case
when c{1 and p=q=1+- 2.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we summarize several
results needed for the proof of Theorem 1. We devide the proof of Theorem
1 into two cases c1 and 0<c<1. In Section 3, we give the proof of
Theorem 1 for the case c1, and the case 0<c<1 is proved in Section 4.
To prove Theorem 1, as in our previous paper [15], following the argu-
ment as in Zhou [27], we reduce the blowup problem for the system (1.1)
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to that for a system of integral equations with one variable (see Proposi-
tions 3.1 and 4.1), and prove the small data blowup for the reduced system
with one variable (see Proposition 2.1). We can also prove Theorem 1 by
the iteration argument as in John [12] with the estimates in Sections 3 and
4 (see [16] for the case c=1).
In what follows, we denote a positive constant in the estimates by C,
which will change from step to step.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We denote the spherical mean of a function f (x) of x # R3 at the origin
with radius r by
f (r)=
1
4? ||||=1 f (r|) dS| .
Then, by the fundamental identity for iterated spherical means (see John
[11, p. 81]), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Assume (1.6) and let (u~ (r, t), v~ (r, t)) be the spherical means of
the classical solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.). Then
{u~ (r, t)=J
c( g~ 1)(r, t)+Lc( |v~ | p)(r, t),
v~ (r, t)=J1( g~ 2)(r, t)+L1( |u~ |q)(r, t)
(2.1)
holds for (r, t) # R2+=(0, )_(0, ), where
Jc(g)(r, t)=
1
2cr |
ct+r
|ct&r|
\g(\) d\,
Lc(G)(r, t)=
1
2cr |
t
0
|
c(t&s)+r
|c(t&s)&r|
*G(*, s) d* ds.
For the proof of Lemma 2.1, see Section 5 of [15] for example.
Next, we prepare the following proposition on the blowup for the reduced
systems (2.3) with one variable.
Proposition 2.1. Let 1<pq<, :+ p;0 with (1.2) and 0<=1.
Suppose that C1 , C2 and C3 are positive constants, and H( y) is a continuous
function such that
min[H( y): e&1 y1]>0. (2.2)
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Let T(=) be the life span of solution (U( y), V( y)) of
{
U( y)=C1= p+C2 |
y
1
y&’
y’p(q&2)
|V(’)| p d’,
V( y)=C3 |
y
1
y&’
y’q( p&2)
H \’y+ |U(’)|q d’,
y1,
y1.
(2.3)
Then, there exists a positive constant C0 , independent of =, such that
T(=)exp(C0=&p( pq&1)) if :+ p;0, (2.4)
T(=)C0=&p( pq&1)(:+ p;) if :+ p;>0. (2.5)
To prove Proposition 2.1, we modify Proposition 3.1 in our previous paper
[15].
Proposition 2.2. Let a, b, p, q, :, ;, # and * be constants such that
1<pq<, ;0, #>0, *1, a+ p(b&1)0, :+ p;0
(2.6)
and suppose that K(z) is a continuous function such that
m :=min[K(z): 0z1]>0. (2.7)
Then, the life span of solution (.(z), ,(z)) of
{
.(z)1+#*a |
z
0
(1&e&*(z&‘)) e:*‘ |,(‘)| p d‘,
,(z)#*b |
z
0
(1&e&*(z&‘)) K(*(z&‘)) e;*‘ |.(‘)|q d‘,
z0,
z0
(2.8)
is bounded from above by a positive constant depending only on p, q, ;, #
and m.
First, we prove Proposition 2.1 by using Proposition 2.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. First, we show the estimate (2.4). For the solu-
tion (U( y), V( y)) of (2.3), we put
.(z)=(C1= p)&1 U(e*z), ,(z)=(C1=q)&1 V(e*z), *==&p( pq&1).
(2.9)
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Then, we have *1 for 0<=1, and a direct calculation shows that
(.(z), ,(z)) satisfies (2.8) with (1.2), K(z)=H(e&z) and
a=1&
p(q&1)
p( pq&1)
, b=1&
q( p&1)
p( pq&1)
, #=min[C p&11 C2 , C
q&1
1 C3].
Then, we can easily check that the assumptions (2.6) and (2.7) in Proposition
2.2 are satisfied. Hence, from Proposition 2.2 and (2.9), we obtain the estimate
(2.4).
Next, we show the estimate (2.5). For the solution (U( y), V( y)) of (2.3), we
put
.(z)==&pU(=&*z), ,(z)==&+V(=&*z), (2.10)
*=
p( pq&1)
:+ p;
, += pq&;*. (2.11)
Then, we see that (.(z), ,(z)) satisfies
{
.(z)=C1+C2= p(+&1)&:* |
z
=*
z&‘
z‘ p(q&2)
|,(‘)| p d‘,
,(z)=C3= pq&+&;* |
z
=*
z&‘
z‘q( p&2)
H \‘z+ |.(‘)|q d‘,
z=*,
z=*.
(2.12)
By (2.11), we have p(+&1)&:*=0 and pq&+&;*=0, and since *>0, we
have =*1 for 0<=1. Thus, from (2.12), we see that (.(z), ,(z)) satisfies
.(z)C1+C2 |
z
1
z&‘
z‘ p(q&2)
|,(‘)| p d‘,
,(z)C3 |
z
1
z&‘
z‘q( p&2)
H \‘z+ |.(‘)|q d‘,
z1,
z1.
Therefore, by the estimate (2.4), we see that the life span of the solution
(.(z), ,(z)) of (2.12) is dominated by a positive constant which is independent
of =. Hence, the estimate (2.5) follows from (2.10) and (2.11). K
Next, we prove Proposition 2.2. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is almost the
same as that of Proposition 3.1 in Section 4 of [15], but we need to modify
Lemma 4.1 in [15].
Lemma 2.2. Assume (2.6) and (2.7) and let (.(z), ,(z)) be the solution of
(2.8). Suppose that A>0, 0<h1, Z0 and
.(z)A (zZ). (2.13)
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Then there exists a constant C>0 depending only on ;, # and m such that
,(z)CAqh2*b&1e;*z (zZ+h). (2.14)
Proof. Since *1 and 0<h1, from (2.6) and (2.8), we have for
zZ+h
,(z)#*be ;*(z&h*)Aq |
z
z&h*
(1&e&*(z&‘)) K(*(z&‘)) d‘
#e&;Aq*be;*z |
z
z&h*
(1&e&*(z&‘)) K(*(z&‘)) d‘.
Since we have 0*(z&‘)h1 for z&h*‘z, it follows from (2.7) that
K(*(z&‘))m for z&h*‘z. Hence, (2.14) follows from the fact that
|
z
z&h*
(1&e&*(z&‘)) d‘=
e&h&1+h
*

h2
e*
(0<h1).
This completes the proof. K
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Proposition 2.2 is proved by using Lemmas
4.24.6 in [15] and Lemma 2.2 above in the same way as in Section 4
of [15]. K
Finally, we note that by the continuity of g~ 2 and the assumption g2(0)>0
in Theorem 1, there exists a constant } # (0, 1] such that
g~ 2(r)>0 holds for r # [0, }]. (2.15)
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 WHEN c1
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 for the case c1 by applying Proposi-
tion 2.1 together with Proposition 3.1 below. Throughout this section, we
always assume that c1 and 1<pq<, and put
71=[(r, t) # R2+ : t&r1].
For (r, t) # 71 , we define
D11(r, t)=[(*, s) # R2+ : ct&rcs+*ct+r, |s&*|}2],
D12(r, t)=[(*, s) # R2+ : ct&rcs+*ct+r, 1s&*t&r],
D13(r, t)=[(*, s) # R2+ : t&rs+*t+r, 1s&*t&r].
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Here, } # (0, 1] is the constant defined in (2.15). Moreover, we define
L1j (G)(r, t)=
1
2cr ||D1 j(r, t) *G(*, s) d* ds ( j=1, 2, 3).
Then, from Lemma 2.1, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Assume (1.6) and let (u~ (r, t), v~ (r, t)) be the spherical means of
the classical solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1). Then
{u~ (r, t)L11( |v~ |
p)(r, t)+L12( |v~ | p)(r, t),
v~ (r, t)=J1( g~ 2)(r, t)+cL13(|u~ |q)(r, t)
(3.1)
holds for (r, t) # 71 .
The following lemma will be used repeatedly in this section.
Lemma 3.2. For any k # R, there exists a constant C>0 such that
1
r |
t+r
t&r
d\
\k

C
(t+r)(t&r)k&1
holds for t>r>0.
Proof. The case when k>1 is proved in [12, p. 248]. When k1, let l be
a positive number such that k+l>1. Then, we have
1
r |
t+r
t&r
d\
\k
=
1
r |
t+r
t&r
\l
\k+l
d\
(t&r) l
r |
t+r
t&r
d\
\k+l
.
Since k+l>1, there exists a positive constant C such that
1
r |
t+r
t&r
d\
\k

C(t&r) l
(t+r)(t&r)k+l&1
=
C
(t+r)(t&r)k&1
.
This completes the proof. K
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant C11>0 such that
L11( |J1( g~ 2)| p)(r, t)
2C11
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
(3.2)
holds for (r, t) # 71 .
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Proof. Let (r, t) # 71 . Since we have c(s+*)cs+*ct&rc(t&r)
for (*, s) # D11(r, t), we have s+*t&r}, so that D11(r, t)/[(*, s) #
R2+ : }s+*, |s&*|}2]. Thus, from (2.15), there exists a constant C>0
such that
J1( g~ 2)(*, s)=
1
2* |
s+*
|s&*|
\g~ 2(\) d\
1
2* |
}
}2
\g~ 2(\) d\=
C
*
holds for (*, s) # D11(r, t). Changing variables by !=cs+*, ’=s&*, we have
L11( |J1( g~ 2)| p)(r, t)
C
r ||D11(r, t)
d* ds
* p&1

C
r |
ct+r
ct&r
d!
! p&1 |
}2
&}2
d’.
Hence, by Lemma 3.2, we obtain the estimate (3.2). K
For any continuous function f, we put
R12( f )(r, t)=
f (t&r)
(t+r)(t&r)q&2
, R13( f )(r, t)=
f (t&r)
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
.
Lemma 3.4. There exists a constant C12>0 such that
L12( |R12( f )| p)(r, t)
C12
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2 |
t&r
1
t&r&’
(t&r) ’ p(q&2)
| f (’)| p d’
(3.3)
holds for any continuous function f and (r, t) # 71 .
Proof. Changing variables by !=cs+*, ’=s&* and from Lemma 3.2,
we have
L12( |R12( f )| p)(r, t)=
1
2cr ||D12 (r, t)
* | f (s&*)| p
(s+*) p (s&*) p(q&2)
d* ds

C
r |
t&r
1
d’ |
ct+r
ct&r
(!&c’) | f (’)| p
! p’ p(q&2)
d!

C
r |
ct+r
ct&r
d!
!p |
t&r
1
(ct&r&c’) | f (’)| p
’ p(q&2)
d’

C
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2 |
t&r
1
(ct&r&c’) | f (’)| p
(ct&r) ’ p(q&2)
d’.
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Since c1, we have
ct&r&c’
ct&r

t&r&’
t&r
.
Hence, we obtain the estimate (3.3). K
Lemma 3.5. There exists a constant C13>0 such that
cL13( |R13( f )|q)(r, t)

C13
(t+r)(t&r)q&2 |
t&r
1
(t&r&’) | f (’)|q
(t&r)[(c&1)(t&r)+’]q( p&2)
d’ (3.4)
holds for any continuous function f and (r, t) # 71 .
Proof. First, we assume that q( p&2)>0. Changing variables by !=s+*,
’=s&*, we have
cL13( |R13( f )|q)(r, t)=
1
2r ||D13 (r, t)
* | f (s&*)| q
(s+*)q (cs&*)q( p&2)
d* ds

C
r |
t&r
1
d’ |
t+r
t&r
(!&’) | f (’)|q
!q[(c&1) !+(c+1) ’]q( p&2)
d!

C
r |
t&r
1
d’ |
t+r
t&r
!q( p&2)&1(!&’) | f (’)| q
!q( p&2)+q&1[(c&1) !+’]q( p&2)
d!.
(3.5)
Since the function
! [
!q( p&2)&1(!&’)
[(c&1) !+’]q( p&2)
is non-decreasing on [’, ) if q( p&2)>0, we have from Lemma 3.2
cL13( |R13( f )|q)(r, t)

C
r |
t+r
t&r
d!
!q( p&2)+q&1 |
t&r
1
(t&r)q( p&2)&1 (t&r&’) | f (’)|q
[(c&1)(t&r)+’]q( p&2)
d’

C
(t+r)(t&r)q( p&2)+q&2 |
t&r
1
(t&r)q( p&2)&1(t&r&’) | f (’)|q
[(c&1)(t&r)+’]q( p&2)
d’.
Hence, we obtain the estimate (3.4) in this case.
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Next, we assume that q( p&2)0. By (3.5), we have
cL13( |R13( f )|q)(r, t)
C
r |
t&r
1
d’ |
t+r
t&r
(!&’) | f (’)|q
!q[(c&1) !+’]q( p&2)
d!.
Since the function ! [ (!&’)[(c&1) !+’]&q( p&2) is non-decreasing if
q( p&2)0, we have from Lemma 3.2
cL13( |R13( f )| q)(r, t)
C
r |
t+r
t&r
d!
!q |
t&r
1
(t&r&’) | f (’)| q
[(c&1)(t&r)+’]q( p&2)
d’

C
(t+r)(t&r)q&1 |
t&r
1
(t&r&’) | f (’)|q
[(c&1)(t&r)+’]q( p&2)
d’.
Hence, we obtain the estimate (3.4) in this case. K
From Lemmas 3.13.5, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that c1 and 1<pq<. Let C11 , C12 and
C13 be positive constants defined in Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6, and let
(u~ (r, t), v~ (r, t)) be the spherical means of the classical solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of
(1.1) and (U( y), V( y)) be the solution of
{
U( y)=C11= p+C12 |
y
1
y&’
y’ p(q&2)
|V(’)| p d’,
V( y)=C13 |
y
1
y&’
y’q( p&2)
H1 \’y+ |U(’)|q d’,
y1,
y1,
(3.6)
where
H1( y)=\ yy+(c&1)+
q( p&2)
.
Then,
u~ (r, t)R13(U)(r, t)=
U(t&r)
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
(3.7)
holds for (r, t) # 71 as long as (u~ (r, t), v~ (r, t)) and (U( y), V( y)) exist.
Proof. In this proof, we always assume that (r, t) # 71 . First, it follows
from (3.6) that for t&r=1
R13(U)(r, t)=
U(1)
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
=
C11= p
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
.
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Thus, from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3,
u~ (r, t)= pL11( |J 1( g~ 2)| p)(r, t)
2C11= p
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
>R13(U)(r, t)
holds for t&r=1. Therefore, by the continuity of u~ and R13(U), there
exists N>1 such that u~ (r, t)>R13(U)(r, t) holds for (r, t) # 01(N), where
we have set
01(N)=[(r, t) # 71 : ct&rcN].
Suppose that
N1 :=sup[N>1 : u~ (r, t)>R13(U)(r, t) holds for (r, t) # 01(N)]<+.
Then, we have
min[u~ (r, t)&R13(U)(r, t) : (r, t) # 01(N1)]=0. (3.8)
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5, we have for (r, t) # 01(N1)
v~ (r, t)cL13( |u~ | q)(r, t)cL13( |R13(U)| q)(r, t)

C13
(t+r)(t&r)q&2 |
t&r
1
t&r&’
(t&r) ’q( p&2)
H1 \ ’t&r+ |U(’)|q d’
=
V(t&r)
(t+r)(t&r)q&2
=R12(V)(r, t).
Thus, from Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4, we have for (r, t) # 01(N1)
u~ (r, t)L11( |v~ | p)(r, t)+L12( |v~ | p)(r, t)

2C11= p
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
+L12( |R12(V)| p)(r, t)

2C11= p
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
+
C12
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2 |
t&r
1
t&r&’
(t&r) ’ p(q&2)
|V(’)| p d’
=
C11= p
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
+
U(t&r)
(t+r)(ct&r) p&2
>R13(U)(r, t),
which contradicts to (3.8). Therefore, we conclude that N1=+. Hence,
the proof is completed. K
Proof of Theorem 1 when c1. Since H( y)=H1( y) satisfies the
assumption (2.2) in Proposition 2.1, Theorem 1 for the case c1 follows
immediately from Propositions 2.1 and 3.1. K
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 WHEN 0<c<1
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 for the case 0<c<1 by applying
Proposition 2.1 together with Proposition 4.1 below. Throughout this
section, we always assume that 0<c<1 and 1<pq<, and put
72=[(r, t) # R2+ : t&r1, r&ct1].
For (r, t) # 72 , we define
D21(r, t)={(*, s) # R2+ : 1+c1&c (r&ct)*+csr+ct, &}2s&*0= ,
D22(r, t)=[(*, s) # R2+ : *&csr&ct, *+csr+ct, s&*1],
D23(r, t)={(*, s) # R2+ : * c1&c (t&r)+
1
1&c
,
s+*
1+c
1&c
(t&r)+
2
1&c
, s&*1= .
Here, } # (0, 1] is the constant defined in (2.15). Moreover, we define
L2 j (G)(r, t)=
1
2cr ||D2 j (r, t) *G(*, s) d* ds ( j=1, 2, 3).
Then, from Lemma 2.1, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume (1.6) and let (u~ (r, t), v~ (r, t)) be the spherical means
of the classical solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1). Then
{u~ (r, t)L21( |v~ |
p)(r, t)+L22( |v~ | p)(r, t),
v~ (r, t)=J1( g~ 2)(r, t)+cL23( |u~ |q)(r, t)
(4.1)
holds for (r, t) # 72 .
Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C21>0 such that
L21( |J1( g~ 2)| p)(r, t)
2C21(t&r)
(t+r) p
(4.2)
holds for (r, t) # 72 .
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Proof. Let (r, t)#72 . Then D21(r, t)/[(*, s)#R2+ : }s+*, |s&*|}2].
Thus, from (2.15), there exists a constant C>0 such that
J1( g~ 2)(*, s)=
1
2* |
s+*
|s&*|
\g~ 2(\) d\
1
2* |
}
}2
\g~ 2(\) d\=
C
*
holds for (*, s) # D21(r, t). Changing variables by !=*+cs, ’=s&*, we
have
L21( |J1( g~ 2)| p)(r, t)
C
r ||D21(r, t)
d* ds
* p&1

C
r |
r+ct
(1+c)(r&ct)(1&c)
d!
! p&1 |
0
&}2
d’
C(t&r)
r(r+ct) p&1
.
Here, we have used the fact that
(r+ct)&
1+c
1&c
(r&ct)=
2c
1&c
(t&r).
Hence, we obtain the estimate (4.2). K
For any continuous function f, we put
R22( f )(r, t)=
f (t&r)
(t+r)(t&r)q&2
, R23( f )(r, t)=
(t&r) f (t&r)
(t+r) p
.
Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant C22>0 such that
L22( |R22( f )| p)(r, t)
C22(t&r)
(t+r) p |
t&r
1
t&r&’
(t&r) ’ p(q&2)
| f (’)| p d’ (4.3)
holds for any continuous function f and (r, t) # 72 .
Proof. Let (r, t) # 72 . First, we note that *c(s+*)(1+c) holds for
(*, s) # D22(r, t). So, we have
L22( |R22( f )| p)(r, t)=
1
2cr ||D22 (r, t)
* | f (s&*)| p
(s+*) p (s&*) p(q&2)
d* ds

C
r ||D22 (r, t)
| f (s&*)| p
(cs+*) p&1 (s&*) p(q&2)
d* ds.
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Changing variables by !=cs+*, ’=s&*, we have
L22( |R22( f )| p)(r, t)
C
r |
t&r
1
d’ |
ct+r
!1(’)
| f (’)| p
! p&1’ p(q&2)
d!

C
r |
t&r
1
(t&r&’) | f (’)| p
(ct+r) p&1 ’ p(q&2)
d’.
Here, we have put
!1(’)=
(1+c)(r&ct)+2c’
1&c
,
and used the fact that
(ct+r)&!1(’)=
2c
1&c
(t&r&’).
Hence, we obtain the estimate (4.3). K
Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant C23>0 such that
cL23( |R23( f )|q)(r, t)

C23
(t+r)(t&r)q&2 |
t&r
1
t&r&’
(t&r) ’q( p&2) \
’
t&r+
q( p&1)
| f (’)| q d’ (4.4)
holds for any continuous function f and (r, t) # 72 .
Proof. Let (r, t) # 72 . Then, since we have *c(s+*)(1+c) for
(*, s) # D23(r, t), we have
cL23( |R23( f )|q)(r, t)=
1
2r ||D23 (r, t)
*(s&*)q | f (s&*)| q
(s+*) pq
d* ds

C
r ||D23 (r, t)
(s&*)q | f (s&*)|q
(s+*) pq&1
d* ds.
Changing variables by !=s+*, ’=s&*, we have
cL23( |R23( f )|q)(r, t)
C
r |
t&r
1
d’ |
!3
!2 (’)
’q | f (’)| q
! pq&1
d!

C
r |
t&r
1
(t&r&’) ’q | f (’)| p
(t&r) pq&1
d’.
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Here, we have put
!2(’)=
2c
1&c
(t&r)+
2
1&c
+’, !3=
1+c
1&c
(t&r)+
2
1&c
,
and used the fact that !3&!2(’)=t&r&’. Hence, we obtain the estimate (4.4).
K
From Lemmas 4.14.4, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that 0<c<1 and 1<pq<. Let C21 ,
C22 and C23 be positive constants defined in Lemmas 4.3, 4.5 and 4.8, and let
(u~ (r, t), v~ (r, t)) be the spherical means of the classical solution (u(x, t), v(x, t))
of (1.1) and (U( y), V( y)) be the solution of
{
U( y)=C21= p+C22 |
y
1
y&’
y’ p(q&2)
|V(’)| p d’,
V( y)=C23 |
y
1
y&’
y’q( p&2)
H2 \’y+ |U(’)|q d’,
y1,
y1,
(4.5)
where H2( y)= yq( p&1). Then,
u~ (r, t)R23(U)(r, t)=
(t&r) U(t&r)
(t+r) p
(4.6)
holds for (r, t) # 72 as long as (u~ (r, t), v~ (r, t)) and (U( y), V( y)) exist.
Proof. Proposition 4.1 is proved by using Lemmas 4.14.4 in a similar
way to that of Proposition 3.1. So, we omit the detail. K
Proof of Theorem 1 when 0<c<1. Since H( y)=H2( y) satisfies the
assumption (2.2) in Proposition 2.1, Theorem 1 for the case 0<c<1
follows immediately from Propositions 2.1 and 4.1. K
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